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ABSTRACT
R E V IE W  OF AN  APPROACH  TO  O BSTR U CTIO N
TH EO R Y
#
Mehmet Kirdar 
M.S. in Mathematics 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Ibrahim Dibag 
June 9, 1994
In this work, we summarized an approach to obstruction tlieory developed by 
E. Thomas. We gave some illustrative examples to demonstrate the method. 
These are : 2-plane fields on manifolds revi(iwing works of Thotnas, 3 and 4 
fields on (4k-f3)-dimensional manifolds.
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Bu çalı.^nıada, E. Tliomas larafııulatı geli-ştirilcıı hir engel teorisi yaklaşmıı 
özetlendi. Metodu sergileme açısından, bazı aydınlatıcı örnekler verildi : 
Thornas’ın bazı çalışmala.rını özetleyerek inan i fol dİ arda 2-düzlem alanları ve 
(4k+.3)-boyutlu manifoldlarda .3 ve 4 alanlar.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The most frequently encountered problein of algebraic topology is to de­
termine whether a given fibration has a cross-section and to compute the 
obstructions if this is not j)ossible. d'here are different methods developed 
for various fibrations and rnucli work has been done on this problem.
In many cases -e.g. in vector field problem for si)heres- the tools of ordinary 
cohomology did not help to give a com|)lete solution to these kind of ques­
tions. A classical approach to the problem in this category is developed on 
the method of Postnikov and Moore in which the given fibration is factor­
ized by means of princi|)al fibrations with some invariants called Postnikov 
invariants. Thus the lifting that corres])onds to tlie cross-sectioîi is done step 
by step so that the obstruction in a stage is given by a set of cohomology 
classes which are pull-backs of Postnikov invariants via the possible liftings 
up to this sta.ge.
Computation of these sets -higher order obstructions- for the cross-section of 
a given fibration is the main interest of that approach. The purpose of this 
thesis is to describe the work of Emery Thomas in this direction and to give 
some illustrative examples to show how the theory works in some situations. 
The theory simply says that for sonu' fibrations, higher order obstructions, at 
least in a few stages, can be expressed in terms of higher order cohomology 
operations applied to some classes coming from the bases of the firincipal 
fibrations by which the filtration is constructed. The so called higher order
cohomology operations, 'Jwisted cohomology operations  ^ are a g(meralization 
of those introduced by Adams. The evaluation of the operations on Mani­
folds, then, is possible with some assumptions or some awaliable tiuxniques.
In Chapter 2, we give the necessary preliminaries a.nd a sketch of the th(H)ry 
of Thomas given in [6], [7].
In Chapter 3, we consider the problem of whether a smooth, closed, con­
nected, orientable manifold admits 2-distributions depending on [2], [1 1] and 
adding the case n = Ak.
In (!ha,pter 4, we consider the ])robl('.m of wh(4Jier a. ma.nifold of dimension 
A:k -h 3 with some assumptions on it a.dmits 3-iield, Tiield.
Chapter 2
P reliminar ies
2.1 Vector Bundles and Classifying Spaces
Let F  denote the field of real nuinl)C'rs R  or complex numbers C.
A A:-dimensional vector bundle  ^ over F is a locally trivial bundle E 7?, 
with the structure of a Á:-dirnensional vectoi’ s|)a.ce over on each fibre
e B.
As an example, lei. M be rea](complex) rnaiiirold of dimension n. Tlien, 
t{M), the< tangeni bnndle of M has a natural A:-dimeusionaI rea,l(com[)lex) 
vector space structure on each fibre b,y means of t.rivializations of M .
Let /  ·. B' B be a. map and  ^ a vector Ixmdie with tlie base space B, 
the total space fc' a.nd the projection p. Then, we (h'fine the induced bundle 
/* (0  over B' by
^^{/*{0) —  ^ '^■'(0  ^ I P(^ ') ~ /(^0 } ihs projection by
p ' : E { r i O ) ^ B ' h y p ' { e , b ' )  = b'.
An isomorphism between two vector bundles C , denoted by (, = C? 
tor bundle morphism which is a vector si)a.ce isomorphism on each fibre. Ivet 
Vectk{B) be the set of isomorphism classes of A:-dimensional vector bundles 
over B. Let B' be paracompact and j\g : B' —> B Ih' two homotopic maps, 
/  ~  g. Then, /* (0  — .9*(0) *^'•8'· [n· — cofunctor
from the category of |)aracompact spaces and liomotopy classes of maps to 
semirings where we define + a.nd x operations in Vecif¡{ — ) to l>e Whitney
.3
sum and tensor product respectiv(îly.
Let Gjfe(F” ) be the Grassmann manifold of A:-dimensional subs|)aces in 
We define the canonical A:-plane bundle, denoted by 7 '^, on L4 (/'’” ) with the 
total space {(V,.'c) e  x i'’"' | x G V} and the projection {V,x) x.
We give Gk{F°°) the inductive topology and denote 7^  by 7 .^.
Let X  be a. CW-complex of dimension < n. Define
Фх > Vectk{X) by ФхЩ]) = where [] and {)
mean ’the class of’ in corresponding categories. We liave
Фх : [x,Ch(F^'^n] = VerhiX), n < c(?n + I) -  2,
where c = dimnF. For proof see e.g. [1].
Let В F  stands for BO if R, for BU if C. We take BF{k)  = Ц,>о Gk{F^+' )^ 
with the weak topology and take EF{k) = Un>oH(^"^^) where 
is the Stiefel manifold of Pfrarnes in Then, тг ; EO{k) BO{k) is a
universal principal F(^:)-bundle for all CW-coniplexes, where тг is the obvious 
map and jk is the F"-bundle associated with this principal fibration. Hence, 
¿-dimensional vector bundles over F may be regarded as homotopy classes 
of maps into BF{k)  for any CW-complex.
Let  ^ and 7/ be vector bundles. Then they are said to be stably equivalent if 
^00*  ^ =  T/0(?^  for some positive integers к and /, where (F denotes the trivial 
bundle of dimension r. Clearly, Stiefel-Whitney classes and Chern classes are 
stable invariants. Let К F(X)  denotes К (Jf ) or KO{X),  the rings of stability 
classes of real or complex vector bundles respectively, over the (JW-complex 
X.  We take В F  = Ujt>o BF{k). Then, we have isomorphisms, [1],
K'F{X) ^  [X, BF].
A cross-section s of a bundle  ^ = (7?, p, ,Y) is a maj) .s : A —> PJ with pos = 1. 
The inclusion F{k) C 7'Xn) n > ¿, regarding the above convention, induces 
the fibration BF{k)  —> BF{n) which has fibre Ih® Stiefel manifold
of orthogonal ¿-frames in F". It is easily shown that a lifting of tlie map 
/  : A  —> BF{n), whicli represents a vector bundle  ^ over A, to BP'{k) 
gives (n — k) linearly independent cross-sections of When (  is the tangent 
bundle, we obtain (??. — k) independi'nt vector fields.
T] is said to be a sub-bundle of if ^  (  0  7/ for some bundle Ç. Sub-bundles 
of vector bundles, similar to cross-sections, correspond to liftings of some 
maps into the bases of some universal fibrations.
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2.2 Universal Splitting Fibrations
Definition. Lei, X  be я. (JW-cornplex, (  and ?/ I)c l.vvo F-ved,or l)im(llc,s over 
X, wilil) dim ij = к < n = dim We call ?/ a />:-(li,sl.ribiil,ion in if 7/ is 
isomorphic to a snb-bnndle of
Let BF(k),k > 1 be the classifying space for /'’-plane bnmiles. Tlien, the 
l)nndles ^,7; as a.bove fleti'rmine a map
{ F v ) : X - >  / / / ' ’(;;) X И1'{к).
Ф
Define a map : BF{n — k) x Вк'{к) BI ‘'[n) x Вк'(к) by means of the 
pair of maps {рщкВ')· Pn,k fbe map corres|)onding to the bnndle (7,,,-Ar x^k) 
over {BF{n — k)x В F{k)) where'У1; is the classifyitig /''-bnndle over BF{k). r 
is the projection to I Ik' right component. Clearly, 7· is the map corresponding 
to the bundle (1 x jk) {Bl''{n — k) x BF(k)).
2.2.1 Lemma. Let  ^ and 7/ be two vector bundles over A' with dun
 ^ = n > к = dim 7/. Then 7; is a. k-distribution in if a.nd only if there 
is a bundle (  : X  BF{n — k) such th;t.t тг,,,*, о ((,?/) — Ив})·
Proof: 7/ is a A:-distribtition in ^
'ir r(7n ) Ф i fb k )  = Ciln-k) Ф i fbk )  d) ?/*(7fc) 
iff (<i,7)*(7„ X 7it) = {CBlYiXn-k X Ik Ф i X Ik) 
ifl' (^,7)*(7n X Ik) = (Cc/)*<fc(7n X Ik)
iff (^,7) — тгп,к О (Cc/) J^ onie (7t — /’ )-bundle (  : A' —> BF{n — k).
2.2.2 Lemma. The fibre of the map Жп,к is YkiY''')·
Proof: As BF(k)  is tlie direct limit of its subs|)aces С \ ( we consider 
the fibrations (7„_jt(/'''0 x 0^{F^) Г/„(/'"') x O'kiF' )^. Now, p has fibre
6T(T") and 7· has fibre F{k). Then, the fibre of (/7, 7·) is Ch-iF’)  x F{k) = 
(F{n)/F{n -  k) X F{k.)) X F(k) — F{n)/F{k) — Vi,.{F”)  which can be con­
sidered as the space of n x (77. — k) matrices with orthogonal columns, in the 
limit, we end up with the same fibre.
Let X  be a. CW-comple.x and let A denotes the /'-skeleton of .\ . Let  ^ and 
7/ be two bundles over A . We define
= " ’¿({i} -  {vD
where {^} denotes the stable equivalence class of (  and denotes the
Stiefel-Whitney class of The diffrence is taken in the group h'0{X).
2.2.3 Proposition, fjct  ^and ?/ be two vec.lor R-bundles over a con)|)lex X  
with dimensions m > > 1 respectividy. Then  ^ restricted to
as a ^-distribution if and only if
= 0 m — k is odd 
SOm-kiCti}) = 0 m — k is ev('ii
where 6 is the Bockstein coboundary associated with the exa.pt se(|uence
Z ^  Z2.
For the proof see [2].
Similarly, for complex case, we can easily show that the first obstruction is 
Cm-k+i{(,—‘>]) where  ^a.nd ?; are two C-vector bundles over a complex X  with 
complex dimensions m > k respectivrdy. c,((f) denotes the i'·^ * (.Tern cla.ss of 
i  and minus sign denoto's subtraction in A'(A ).
2.3 Principal Fibrations
Definition. Let w : B —> C be a map. We define
i
E = {(7;, A) e B X BC I rn{b) -  A(l)}
where PC  is the path space of C relative to a. bas(' point c„.
Let p be the map (f>, A) —> b. d'hen E A is a fibration with the fibre
VlC\ the loop space of ( '  at c„. We call this fibration the principal fibration 
induced by rp.
Let IV : E PC be the map (f). A) --4 A.
We have a.n action /t : iKJ x E l·' given by 7 .(6, A) = (/7 7 V A) where V 
is the join of paths gluing them at 7 ( 1) = (-7 = A(0). Then we have a map 
[A, i2(7] X [.Y, A’]—>[A', E] given by this a.ction.
The importance of the construction lies in tlie following lemmas.
2 .3.1 Lemma. Let /  ; A —> /7 be a maj). 'riieri /  lifts to E if and only if 
w o f  ~
Proof: Only if part is obvious. Assume Uial, rvf ~  *. Lei. II : X  x I —> II be 
fhe homotopy with //o = =<=, H\ = u)J. II, clearly, iiiduces a map 11 : X —> 
PC. Then { f ,II)  is the desired lifting.
2.3.2 Lemma. [ X , [X, Py-^[X, II]'^[X,C] is exact.
Proof: Exactness at [A, II] follows from Lc'mma. 2M. I.
At [X,E] p*?!* = 0 is obvious. For the other half, let />♦[/] = 0, f : X E. 
f.et II : X  X / —> II be the homotopy, //q = +, //| = pf. wll induces a 
map II : X —> PC. (lombiiung this with tlu' map wf, we obtain a map 
h : X  —> ilC since //(I ) = rhj{\). Tlu'ii, ?*[/'] = [./] with th<' homotopy 
{II,HV(\
At [A", Î2C], ker it C im ihtu is obvious. Let /  : A —> illl. d'hen i o İha o f  
is null with the homotopy ( f  (İha o / ) )  where /..7 means the part of 7 
from * to 7 (/<).
Let 0 denote the null path, i : ilC —> P the inclusion and . tlu' action map 
[X,nC]x[X,E]-^[X,E\.
2.3.3 Lemnla.
i) {).q =  q \/q 6 [A’, E], fi.O = ?'*?/. v.
ii) Let q,q' Ç:[X,E]. Tlu'n p^ q = p*q' iff 3(/ G[.A, such that q' — v..q 
in) The operations and tlie .sequence in fjemma2.3.l are natmal.
Proof: i are obvious. In ii, we can liml the desired loop u and the homotopy. 
Hi is just usual compositions of functions.
2.4 Postnikov Resolutions
Definition. A Postnikov resolution of a ma.f) tt : E II is a seciuence of
fibrations ... E„ 
following properties
i) Pi o qi = qi-i,i > 2, and pi o </, = tt
ii) For each i > I, <7,- is ^equivalence.
Hi) For each n > 1, there exists a space C’„ and a map u>r, : /w,.. | —+ f ’,,. such 
that pn is a principal fibration with classifying map lc,,.
The invariant a;„ is called the n^ '' Postnikov invariant of the fibration. In
Pn P2 E\ B and ma,|)s </,■ : E -s· Ei,i > 1, with the
particular if the fihratioii is F —> /'’ r, then tlu' Postnikov invariants are 
called ^-invariants of F. In this case vv(^  resolver F to a point killing off the 
homotopy groups of F.
The first Postnikov invariant is callcvl the characi,eristic class of the iibie 
space.
The Postnikov invariants are characterized hy the following conditions, [d]: 
i) q*UJn =  0
it) = vJ''· A:-invaria.nt of F where ?!„ is the inclusion of the (ihre of q„.-i·
'I'he idea of I,he us(i of Postnikov ¡('solutions is th(' following : Suppose w<' 
have a rrurp  ^ : X  B. 'I'lien  ^ lifts to /'J,,. iff  ^ lifts to and (f G w „(0 = 
\Jgg*(jJn where g runs trough all possible liftings of (  to
Let IT : E B be a (map) fibration with l·) and B ( !W-com|)lexes. We 
assume that B and {FJ) the fiber F are path connecl.i'd. If tt is simple then, 
there exists a Postnikov resolution for tt, s('e [3]. I'bi- exam|)l<i if the fiber 
is 1-connected this is the case. FurUiermoie, each s|)ace C„, can be taken 
to be a.n Eilenberg-McLane space K(%nF\n -p I), hence cOn(0 i·'’ in
7/”+'(X;7r„F).
We proceed with the gc’^ neral method of the consti nction.
Definition. Let F E -o B be a libration with pa(.h-connert('d ba.se a.nd 
path-connected fibre. (Consider the homomor|)hisms
Í
W{ F ] G )  ^  / / " + ' ( /';,F;G') C- / / ' ?+' (/ i , G ' )  ’ --7 W+' i B-G)
The transgression r is a. homomorphism from a subgroup of B' {^1''\(1) to a 
(piotient group of 11 -^' {B](l)
T : ^  IF^'{B](! ) l j*{kcrf)
defined by r(n) = j*p* '<5(u), wlune u G IF{F'\(I) is such f.ha.t 8{v) G
The suspension a is a homomorphism from a subgroup of //'' ' ' ( /i; G') to a 
quotient group of IF{1''\(t)
a :■.fikerp*) -> ll"{F-(;)/mii^
defined by a(v) = 8 where v G j*{k<r])*).
r and (j are inverses to eadr other u[) to sonic (|iioti('iit grou|)s. 
Transgression enters in the following theoiern of Sene.
2.4.1 Theorem  Let p : B l)e a fibration with path ronneeted fibre
and base. Suppose n{l^) acts trivially on Assume that //;(/?) -  0
{) < i  < h, = 0 0 < j  < a.. 'I’lu'H, IIk' sc'qiiciicr Ih'Iow is ('xacl.
... HHF-,G) a  ^  ir+'iF^G) ^ ......//"+''-'(/''¡6').
'I'he proof uses flic .spcrfral sc(|mMU(' of flu'. (ibrafioii. S('c (\g. [.b].
Let F E B he a iilirafion vvifh pafli-connccfcd hase }i.ikI (fher. Now,
consider the cornrruitativedia.gra.in below 
i
F  --------- ^  E
n c E,
Pi
B
•w C
where pi is tire principal fibration with cla.ssifying .s|)a,ce C = K(n,n) and 
map to such that p*io = 0. By Lemma. 2M. I, we can choose maps q : E —r /v',,, 
such that Pi 0 q = p. Let n, in the diagram be q |/;·. 'riien w(' say that 
is realizable by iw,q). Let Su; be the set of all r('alizable nia.|)s. Then by 
Lemma 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.??’, IIu? is a cosr't of the subgroup im i* in G)
and
2.4.2 Lemma. Ere = o-(rv)
Proof: Suppose t? G Ere. Consider tlu' rilrration il(· L’,„ ^  B. 'riien, due 
to exact sequence of Serre (r{to) in this fibration is repre.sented by ?.„_i, the 
fundamental class of iK.·. By naturality, a{to) in (he fibration F E B 
is represented by v G Ere.
Now, sup|)ose that F —> E A  B is a (ibration such (hat 7t{B) acts (.rivially 
on //*( /'’; G'). Assuim; that the libei· has tlu' iioii/xto homotopy groiqis in 
dimensions ?r,i,??.2, ... with 0 < ??.| < ??2 < ···· b<d. ?r„,(/'’) = ?r, for ?' > I.
Let V\ be the fuiulatnental class of F. tt] ) conespoiicls to the
Ilurewicz isomorphism under tt]) = n {^F)\n\). It follows
from Theorem 2.4.1 that wi is transgressive. Let = 7-(?)|). By Lemma
2.4.2 we can choose a map 71 such that we hav(; tlie commutative diagram 
below
F E
71
E'-n
V\
B
K>1 C] — h (tTj, H\ + I )
where V\ = q\ |/r and p\ is the princi[)al fibration induced by xo\. i and j\ 
denotes the fibre inclusions.
Let E\ be the fibre of 71 which is clearly liomeomoi phic to tlu' fibre of ?;|. 
Due to homotopy sequence of the fibration F\ —> /'' A  ilCt, since W|* is 
i.somorphisrn, we have /''1 is (??2 — I )-coimected and 7r,( l'\) = 7t,( l·') for i > 112· 
'I’lien we take the fibiatiou /'’i —> L' /'d ami rc'pf'at th(' sanu' procc'ss (.0 
obtain longer resolutions. In each step we kill an homotopy group of the fibre. 
In fact, one^can kill seveial homotoiyy groups in oiu' si(q) taking product,s of 
Eilenberg-McLane spaces and products of classifying maps.
As we will see, the sets u;„(^), n > 2 are strotigly lelated to higher order 
cohomology operations, h’or our purposes we ik'('(I to ('xtend th<' scope of the 
Adams secondary operations defined in [8]. VVe will lux’d an ('xa.ct se(|U('uc(' 
for principal fibrations giv('U in [9].
2.5 Exact Sequences
Recall the action map //. : x E —> I'J of a principal fibration i V
Let
E A  B.
E À  n o  X E À  {nC X E, E)
denote inclusions and r ; ilC x E —> E denote projection to tiu' right.
Take cohomology with Z or Zp coeflicients vvIkmxî p is |)iime.
Since r 6 i =  1 and fi o i ~  1, we get i* o (//,* — ?·*) = 0 and due to <>xact 
sequence
0 -> i r { n c  X E, E) jr {Ü C  X E) ^  i r {E )  -> 0 
we ha.ve a. rnaip which we will denote by p. again (not l.he action ma.p)
p. : !}*{E) -> x
such that j*fi — p* — ?■*.
Let q be connectivity of C. For j  < 2q there is a hoinomorphisiu, [9] 
r : IlHaC X E, E)
such that the following seciuence, which ca.n he thought as a generalized 
Serre’s exact sequence for principal fibrations, is exact, [9]:
IE{ilC X E,E) P  ^  IE^'{E) {*)
T is similar to relative transgression defined in [G] and has the following 
properties;
a) Let f  be transgression in the fibration and u G B’ [i}C),i < 2q. d'hen 
t{u ® 1) 7n6d ker p* = f{v.).
b) Let V G It) G IP{B)^ 0 < + j  < 2q. 'I'heii t ( v  0  p*xo) =
r(?; 0  1) in.
c) Suppose coefficients from Zp. Let O' be in mod p Steenrod Algebra. Let 
u G TI*{klC X E,E) be such that deq (xu < 2q. 'I’hen r(mi) = rvr(u).
The sequence (*) is na.tura.1 in the sense of 2.5, [7]. In particular let klC —>
/
E' B' be a principal fibration with classifying map w' : B' —> C.  Let 
g : B B', f  : E ^  E' and h : C —x C  be maps such that th<; occurring 
diagram is commutative then
p. o f* = [Uh X /)*  o II.'.
where p' is the map corresponding to the second fibration.
Consider again the usual diagram below
F E
ÜC E
Pi
B
1.0 (■ = A ( t t , n. + I)
where to G ker p*, p = pi o q and /'' i,s (n — I )-c()ii?i('cl.('(I.
#
Define // = /i o (1 x t/).
, Let T) ; x A’) —> 11'’^'[B) he l lie irui.|) (l(dined as in § /7 / [fi] by means
of Lemma 4. Then from Corollary I and Property 5 jn § 77/ [fi] we have
2.5.1 Lemma. Ifp* is surjective and her p] D kcr p* in dimension /. < 2n— I 
then the sequence below is exact
0 -t  H\Ei) ^  H'inC X E) ^  iB'-'iB) (=M=)
For proof and details see [0].
In particular tj satisfies Propertio's 2 and 4 in § / / /  [6]. Suppose a be a. 
cohomology operation and <7., be its suspension. We will need
T,(rT?.„+i ®p*o) = a-,,T(?,„,+ i) -· V
1
where ?.„+i is the fundamental class of K{7r,n f  I), r 6 B*(B) and r is the 
transgression of pi.
2.5.2 Remark. Let .? : E —> iiC x A’ be the inclusion a.nd v. G B*{F\) be a. 
class such that q*n — 0. Suiipose o*v -- o, {■) Iq. Then sinci' .n o i/ ~  <j wc 
must have deg o.i > 0.
The sequences (i=) and (^ =t) are useful for determining the Postnikov invari­
ants with the help of twisted cohomology relations.
2.6 Twisted Cohomology Operations
These operations are defined by means of some relations in a ik'w algebra, 
which we will introduce below and the exact secpience ( + ) given in 2 .5 . 'They
P2
are generaliza.1;ions of Adams secondary operaiions arising l)ecaiise of r<da- 
tions in /I2, rhod 2 Sl.ef'nrod Algel)ia.
Let A be a Hop Algebra with diagonal map ?/> : /1 —> A 0  A ovcm- tlui field 
Zp, p is prime. Let M Ixi an /\-a.lgebia. VV(' ihdine a new aJgebia A{M). As 
a vector space A{M) — M 0 /1  and the mnltiplication in A{M) is deiimvl by
{m 0  a).{n 0  b) = ^ ( - 1  0  {a'-.h)
i
where (m 0 a), {n 0 b) € A{M) and tj'ia) = Y^ · a,· 0 a\.
If N is a.n A'f-modnie over A. Then /V is an A(/V7)-module by (/p. 0 a).?i = 
m.{a.n).
For any space F, .H*{] ;Zp) is an /1,,-algebra where /1,, is Steenrod algebra 
of powers in which we have the diagonal map ?/> ; A,, —> A,, x A,, given by
We define Ap{H*{Y] Zp)) and simply denote by A(F). 
fjet J be Z or Zp where p is prime.
Let  ^ : X  Y be a. map. Then A(F) acts on //*(.\ ;./) by
(n 0 n).u — Co a{u).
We note that this module structure depends on the map C 
Let /  : A 'b—> X  be a map then  ^ o f  induces an A(y' )-module structure 
on H*{X'·, J). Similarly let g : Y —> Y' be a map then g o  ^ induces an 
A(F')-rnodule structure on H*{X\J) etc.
A relation in A(F) is an ecpiation Y\ nifti = 0 where o-,;,/?,: G A(F). We 
denote such a relation simply by (y.ft = 0. Let / : A’ Y be a map. 'riien, 
/1(F) acts on H*{X‘,Z). Suppose that rv./? 7^  0 € A(F) l)ut Y_,(yi.Pi.u — 0, 
V?i G H*{X\ Z) for any space X. Then we call a.ft = 0 a relation over Z.
Suppose that J denote either Z or Zp, p a prime. Let K{J,n) denote the 
Eilenberg-McLane space of type (./, n). Let //*(A ) denote ll*{X\ Zp).
We will define higher order operations associated with a given relation in 
AfV"'). Let rv|, rv2, ...ivr·,/A, · · · ,  A  b(' elements in /l(V') such that degaj -|- 
degPi = q-\- \ for .some int('g(U· q ainl ap ~ Yi^'iPi d· With such a. redation 
in A(F) we associate a secondary oixuation <l> as follows:
1;?
Let us define on classes of degree s. Let C = K\ x K2 x ··· x Kk where 
Ki — K{Zp,s + degfti) and K  = K{.J,s). Ix't /L: : V x l< A',· be the map 
which corresponds to the map C>) 7.) where A{Y) acts on l l*(V x K\J)  
by means of tlie projection Y x K —> V' and ?. Ç 1V{ A';./) is tlie fnndamental 
cohomology class of K. Set /? = : L x K C and construct the
principal fibration p ; A' —r Y x K with classifying map ft. 'I’Ik' fibre of this 
fibration is ilC = ilKi x ... x iiKk. L<<t /1(1) acts on ll*{W. x A’, A) by the 
composite
ilC  X A A  A A V X A' V-
where r and I, denotes left and right |)rojcctions respectively.
Suppose that .s + q is less than twice connectivity of C . 'riien from 2.5 we 
have the exact sequence below with mod p coefficients
... A  Fl·'’+ЦY X A ) 4  A  //■’+"((A ’ x A, A)
A  //■’+"+'(V X A’ ) -^ ...
Let denote the funda.menta.1 class of iiA’,. I'hen by 2.5 a., 7-(7,,; C-) 1) = 
fti.{\ 0?.), by l) and c, it follows flia.i r is a. morpliisin of /1(1' ) inodnK's and 
that r(of,.(7^0 I)) = o,:/i,(l 0?.). II('nr(\ r(rv) -- 0 wIk'it
a w I).
Then, by exactness, there is a. class q? Ç // ' ’■*"'( A) such tha.t /i(y?) = rv. (p is 
the representative of the secondary operation <1> associated, with the relation 
a.ft =  0.
From the exact seqn(Mic(' it also follows that
kerp. n //*+''( A) = p*{Y X A')
and hence we can think of $ as tlie cos(;t of tp with respect to ( he subgroup 
p*//■’+’ (F X A').
Let : X  1'' be a maj) and u € / / ‘'(.V;./). Let g„ Ih' the composite
.Y ^  X X X '^ A' Y X K
where d is the diagonal map. Clearly, g*{ 1 00 r) — n. Suppose' ft i.n  = 0, 
1 < 7 < ,^ where A{Y) acts on Ii*{X\.J) by the map <f. Then, g„ lifts to A.
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We say (;ha.t # is defined on the paii· (ti^O and set
<[>(n,,o = U / / V c  i r ' ‘’ {X-,z,,).
where /  runs trough all |)ossible liftings to PL We d('iine
rndel*{X;i\u) = ^  rv,·.//*( A').
i
Then from Lemma 2.3..‘hn’ and by (hdinition o f/i it follows that <I>(rt,^ ) is a 
coset of the subgroup Indel:{X]^,u), see also [7] 2.3.
Then we say tha.t E2 =  L’ is n univcrs(d cxamplr of order f2 w\\,h Uk' prinei|)a.l 
fibration p : E ^  Y X K and $ is the operation of order 2 associated with 
the relation «./? = 0. We define higher order opo'ial.ions and higher order 
universal examples inductively, see e.g. [7].
Let En be a universa.1 example of order n and (f l)e the representative for the 
operation $ defined as a.l)ove. Then <I> has tlu? following properties:
Let f  : X  —* Y he a. map and suppose <f> is defined on (u,,^). 'I'hen
i) Let f  : X' X  be a map. Then <T> is defined on (f*ti-,f*f) 
and r<h(u ,0  C
This is obvious by definitions.
ii) 0 G $ (0 ,0 ·
We consider the second order case. > 3 are similar. Since the maps ff | Y x * 
are null we liave an inclusion j  : Y —> PC where Y is homeomorphic to Y. 
Then, clearly, h = j  o \s a lifting of go. Since j*(p = 0, () G $ (0 ,0 ·
in) Let ti' G IE{X\J) and $ is defined on (n,',0· d'hen 
$(?< + tt',0 = $ ( ’b 0  + $("■', 0 ·
+ in cohomology nreans tliat we take a map into K II/r, tlie di.sjoint union 
of K  and K. But then by definitions, f*ip = f*<p-\- fl^p for some liftings /  of 
gu+u' where / i ,/2 are any two liftings of (/„, <7,,/ resjK'ctively and conversely.
2.7 Secondary Obstructions
We sketch the theoiy of 'I'homas which gives approximations for secondary 
-or higher order- obstructions by means of cohomology operations, [7].
I.h
Instead of a Postnikov resolution we eousider a more' geiu'ial sel.ting
k
E
P
B
70
r
where 7r*n; =  0 a.nd q*k — 0, p is the |)iinci|)al iihratioii witli (J as classifying 
space and xv classifying map, i is the fiber inclusion.
Let  ^ : X —> /? be a. map with = 0 so that if lifts to E. Set.
m  =
n
where g runs,trough all possible liftings.
Let J be Z or Zp where p is i)rirne. For sim|)licity, let C· b(' -s), deg
xo =  s (or we can tala' ('7 as a pioduct of l·'/ilenb('rg-Mcla.n(' spaces and 
XV as a vector of cohomology clas.s(is). Let //*(A' ) (h'liote ( he cohomology 
with mod. p coefficients. Assume that deg k — I, < 2s — 3. Le(. denotes 
tlie fundamental class of K(J,s). 'riien from the exact se(pience of Serre, 
any class in W{VlC x E, E) can be writi.en as Yli'Vi ')  I ) vvhere
V{ ® o,i G A(B) and A( B) acts on B*(i).(2 x A', E) by ( he composi(,e
ilC X E E B.(
Consider the map //, : IE{E) —> x A’, A’) in 2.5. Then ( here exists
O' G A{B) such that
p.{k) -  n .(/,, (■) I).
If k is a Postnikov invariant (.hen it is characterized by the |)ioperties : 
i) q*k = 0 and ii) i*k = A:-invariant of w.
'I'hen we may allow k to vary in a c('r(.ain coset k. Since ker p. = im. p* a.nd 
irn p* = ker i* we take this coset (.o be k + ker q*f]ker /if| W{E).
We note that when ker p* = ker tt*, ker <7*0 /' = 0 and we have k — {A;}
consisting of a single eleiTurnt. See Proposition 5.1 I, [7].
We set
lndet*{X-K) = cy.n*(X;J).
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Then by the above remarks, Lerriina 2Я.'].п ami by «lefinitioir of //,, we ob­
serve that k(^) is a. coset of Indel'iX] к), see also 2.3 [7].
Let rj : В В be a шар. 3'hen we say that rv is imhiced by (V,?;) if there
is cv G Л{У) a.ml p (z Л such that n- = '>]*{('>-p) wlierc' A{Y) acts on A by 
rmiltiplication in A{Y) and the ernbcflding of A in /l(V' ), n —> 1 ()a .
Suppose a is induced by (V'', ?/) as above'..
Definition. V G H*{B) is said to be a. penr.raiinp с1ая.ч if
?) There exist operations ¡p a.nd ?/> in /i(V ) such that p.w = p>:v and ?/>.?; = 0.
(Tliirdi of p and ф as v('ctoi s)
гг) 'rhere is /? G A[Y) such that a.<p -1- ¡З.ф = 0.
Hi) There is an operation i2 associated with the relation above such that 
Щтг*у,тг*1]) = n*M where M is a coset of Iiidcl.'{B;il,i]).
For details of the defitiition see 5 [7].
We note that if тг* : H*{B) —> ll*{T) is surjective in degrees < /. in is auto­
matically satisfied.
2.7.1 Theorem. Let v be a. generating class for к as deiitied a.bove. 'I'hen 
3A:i G к such that k) G il(p*v,p*?/) — p*M.
Proof: For a detailed proof see [7]. We give a sketch for tlu' simplest case. 
Assume that we have G il{p*r.>,p*ii) such tha.t p.(k2) = p{k). 3'hen 
q*k.2 G Vl{ntv,'K*p) since pq = тг and hence Зг/. G M sucli tha.t q*k-2 = 7г*и. 
Set ky = 2^ — P*u G Then q*ky =  0 a.nd p{k\) = //.(A:2) = p,{k) since
pp* = 0. Hence ky G к and G il{p*v,p*i)) — p*M .
Therefore we should find such a class A'2.
For simplicity assume that p — 1 and <p and ф arc' primary operations. 
Then (p and ф can be regarded as cohomology cla.ss<'s in 11*[Y x K) where 
К = K{Zp,deg v).
Let Ру : Ey Y x К be the principal iibration induced by г/>, p2 : E2 —> Ey 
induced by p\p and p : 1'ф —> Y x h  induced by (р, ф). 'I'hen wv can easily 
show that p and p2 о py are identical so that I'i^  and IC2 a.re homeomorphic. 
Let Ш G H^Ex)  be the representative defining the operation H as defined in 
2.G.
Consider the map q„ : В -a Y x h as givcni in 2.6. Since ф-v — 0, we
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?ia.ve д1ф = О and lionce //„ lifts to Let h : В -> E\ he a lifting. Since 
h*p*<fi = g*(p = w a.nd since;? : E —> В was defined as the fibration with w as 
classifying map, we can regard p as induced from ;»2 by h. Let h : E E^  
be the ca.nonical ma.p. We ta.ke k.2 — h*uj. By naturality of //, wc. ca.n easily 
show that f-i(k2) = li(k), .see [7].
But by definition k-2 G il{p*v,p*7}).
2.7.2 Remark. When ?/>.u ф 0 in Л{В) we tak<i a. new classifying spa.ce
B, when vector bundles are considiU’cd, as (|uoti(ui(, spa.ce of В by ?/>.u : W('
contract the cells tbal. (,ake va.bui ф 0 undi'r tlu'sc' coliomology classi's. W('
 ^ *
therefore require that C(?/j.u) = 0 and then П is a, classifying spa.ce for 
Hence the same theorem can be applied. We will use this vague argument in 
some cases.
From Theorem 2.7.1 we obtain the practical result below which we will fre­
quently use in the illustrative problems we consider.
2.7.3 Corollary. Let (  : X  В be a map such that = 0. Suppose 
that lndet^{X]ü^^*7]) = lndetJ'{X] к). Then
А^ |(0 = Я ( Г " .Г . ; ) - (Г М >
where {^*M} denotes the coset of Jndet\X]il^^*ri) determined by M. In 
particular if 0 G M then ki{^) =
f
For the applications of the theory see e.g. 6 [7] or 3,4 [10].
If ^*v = 0 and 0 G we have trivially 0 G k\{(). Hut calculation of П (.,.) 
is an another problem which must be considered to avoid such restrictive 
a,ssumptions. See e.g. 7 [7] for some calculations.
2.7.4 Remark. Under some a.ssurn))tions on connectivity of /7, we have a 
pre-version of the theory, see 5 [16]. It is contained in the theory above as we 
take Y = pt. Then we use Serre exact sequence instea.d of (^) and twisted co­
homology operations reduce to ordinary -Adams- cohomology operations.
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Chapter 3
Tangent 2-Planes on Real 
Manifolds
As an illustration of tlie theory, vve will consider tiu' problem of whether a. 
smooth orientahle re:a,l manifold admits a field of tang('nt 2-planes reviewing 
works of Thomas (see [II] and [2]).
Recall the deiiniton of T-distribntion. 'I'Ik'ii, a. Ii('ld of /r-pla.nes on M corr('- 
sponds to a. A"-distril)ntion on A7; i.e., to a plaiu' sub bundle of r(M), the 
tangent bundle of M. (Ilea.rly, if M admits a ■^-iield, i.e., litiearly indepetuh'nt 
k vector fields (with finite singula.rities), then M admits a i':-pla.ne field (with 
finite singnlarities). But, even if M does not have a. non singulai’ vector field 
it ma.y have a field of /o-planes on il·.
One can associate with such a field an index, as in the case of vc'ctor fields, 
which is a.n eleraenl. of wIkmc n — dim M an<l is the (!rass-
ma.nn manifold of oriented k dimensional linear subspaces in R".
We consider the case k = 2.
Let 7/ be a 2-distribution with finite singularities. 'I’hen ?/ can be rega,rded 
as a cross-section over the (77. — I )-sk(vleton,(7i = dim /17), of M of a. bundle 
induced from the bundle
Cn,2 n -  2) X nS0{2) ■--> n) (3 . 1)
where BSO{n) denote the classifying spa.ce for oriented 7?.-plane bundles a.nd 
0,1,2 is the Crassmann ma.nifold of oriented two planes in R ” . 'I'he map
I!)
7T corresponds to the IntiKlIe 7„,_2 x 72 over US(){n — 2) x US(){2). 'I'Ik? 
fibration is universal for oriented 2 plane sul)-l)imdles in oriented i? pla.ne 
bundles. The obstrnetion to extending ;/ to a.ll of M lies in
I F  ( M  ; 7T„_ j ( )  ) =  7T„,_ I ( ,2 )
Due to the fibration
,9I K,,2 A  a >i.,2 (T2)
where Vn^ 2 SiiefV'l manifold of 2 |)la.nes in R", we have for n >5, [12]
7Tn-l(G'„,2) — 7T„-i(f/„,_2) -
Z2 n odd
Z f|) Z-2 n ('V('I1
For n = 3 we ha.ve Vs,2 = .S’0(3) and since 7r2(.S'G(3)) = 0, the obstruction 
vanishes, hence a 3 diniensional manifohl always admits a. field of 2-|)la.iies. 
For n =  4 we have тгз(К),2) = Z ф Z, [12]. Hirzebrnch and llopf showed 
tha,t an orientable, compact 4-ma.nildld has a field of 2-planes with finite 
singnlarities and they calculated possible two Z-indici('s for such a field, [13].
From the fibration 3.2 we see that (tn,2 is l-coimecU'd, 7r2(G'„,2) ~ Z. But, 
if we take a particular 2-bnndle then the as.socia.ted libration, du(' to Lemma 
2.2, has fibre 14,2 which is (n — 3)-connected. In 1'a.ct, the first lifting in the 
fibration 3.^  is made liy a chosen bundle due to the Postnikov resolution: 
since 7Г* is injective in dimension 2, tlie fnnda.menta.1 class in lF{Cn,2] Z) 
tra.nsgresses to OÇ ¡¡'^{BSOnX^Z) a.nd hence we have the trivial resolution
BS0{n -  2) X BS0(2) BS(){n) x BS0{2) -> BS(){n)
wliere corresponds I о the bundle (77,-2 x 72, I x 72) f is the left 
projection.
Let M be a closed,smooth,connerted and orientable manifold, dim M > 5 
and 7/ be an orientible 2-plane l)nndle over /17. Since the clasifying space 
of oriented 2-bundles is I3S0{2) which can be identified with tlu' Lilenberg- 
MacLa.ne space K[Z,2)^ oriented vcrtor bundh's of iaid4 2 can be classified 
by their Rider class in II {^M\ Z). Wc ask tlu' following (jiu'stion: I‘or which 
cla,sses Ç Z), do('s there exist a 2-distribution on M with this Ruler
class?
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3.1 The Postnikov Resolution
Lei; n ne an ini.eger, n > 5. Due l.o i(nnarl<.s above, W(' eon.sider l.lu'. iihral.ion 
l)elow
î4,2 ^  BSO{n -  2) X K A  BSO{n) X K  
where tt = •Kn,2 and K — BS0{2). Now, i/„ 2 is {n — iî)-connecl,ed and
 ^ n / ~7r„.-2(Ln,2) =  S
y /j n even
#
Let «  G <^ ) be I,he generator wliere J is Z2 or Z according to n is
odd or even. Let k G fP'’~\BSO{ n) X K  be the transgression of cv. Then 
k is the first Postnikov invariant for tlie fibration 3.3. Also, from the Serre’ 
exact sequence for cohomology we see that k generates ker n* in dimension 
(n — 1). Set,
0i =  Oii^ n X 1, I X 72) G HH BSO{n) X 7t ; Z2), i > 0 
3.1 Lemma.,
 ^ _  i <Ki-\ 11 odd
I AY7„_2 n ev('ii
where 8 is the i3ockstein coboundry operator associated with the exact se­
quence Z ^  Z ^  Zj2·
The lemmaTollows from Proposition 2.3.
Now let p : > BSO{n) x BSO{2) be the principal fibration with classify­
ing map k : BSO{n) x K  —> K{ J , n— I). Then from Lemma 2.8, there exists 
a map q : BSO{n — 2) x BS0{2) I'j such that p 0 q = ir and the diagra.m 
below is homotopy commutative
i
K71,2
(y.
■BSO{n -  2) X K
r<{J, n-2) E
BSO{n) X K- K( J,n -  1)
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where j  is inclusion of the fiber of the principal iil)ration and a· is tlu' niaj) 
corresponding to tlie class a Ç / / " “ ^(14,2;· )^·
Let  ^ arid r; be two oriented vector bundles over a coin|)lex A', with dimen­
sions 77 and 2 respectively. Then, they determine a map
( i ,7/) : A' liSOin) X K
which lifts to a map g : X E if and only if = 0. 'This is the first
obstruction for 7] to l)e a 2-distribution in It is neco^ ssary and siiificient for 
 ^ to have 77 as a. 2-distribution with finite singularitic's. In i)ar(.iada.r, if we 
take 7772(77) = 0, i.e. if?/, — 2?>, wIhm/' v Ç //^(.V; Z), I hen d,(<ii77) ·- 7/’,(0  I
and hence we must hfw/' ?(>„_|(^ ) = 0 for n odd, (Vir,, 2(0 " b for ?? (w/mi for 
to have a 2-distribution 7/ with even I'hiler chiss ami with finite singidarities.
We assume from now on that it vanishes so that w(> liav/' liftings g : A -> /4 
Now, we concentrate on the second Postnikov invariant(s).
Let F  be the fdire of q. F is (??. — 2)-conn<'cted and for i > n — I, 7t,(/'’) = 
Tr/(K..2).
We consider even a.nd odd cases separetely.
3.1.1 n is even
Since 7r„_i(/'’) = Z d> Z2, it follows from iJi/' univ/'isal-co/'flicienl. tli/'orem 
and the Ilurewicz isomorphism, (e.g. s/'c [·'{]), fJiat i l”~'{ l·': Z ) = Z and 
that / / ” “ ’ ( L'; Z2) ^  Z2 T Z2- Let d> be tiu' tra.nsgi f'ssion of tlu' gen/M ator 
of {F\ Z). (Jonsider the projection Z2 d ' Z2 —> Z2 to iJie h'ft. Let ?/> 
be the transgression of tIu'generator ol the pro j/'cl ioii ol I F ’ ^ l·’; Z 2) nmler 
1. (/) e  I V y E ^Z ) and ?/' <E //"(/4^ 2) with q*d> = 0 and q*</' -  0. 'I'hen, 
the pa.ir {</>,7/7) is the .second Postnikov invariant for the fibrfition If X 
is a complex of dimension < 77 a.nd g : X —> F is a. map. I'Ik'h g lifts to 
BSO{n) X BSO{2) if and only if (g*(j^ , g*>l') -■ (fbb).
We define
((/7(?/,),7/>(7./,)) =  \ J {g y > ,g * < l ' )
n
where g runs over cill possible liftings X —> F ol ( i , 7/). Ih'iice, \\v obtain the 
last condition for 77 to be a 2-distribution in (f: (0, 0) 4 (</’(7/.),//’("))  where 7/,
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denotes r/.
Let X  be a smooth, closed, connected, orientable manifold A7 of dimension n. 
Then H'" {^M]7j) = Z. Let q : M —> /7 be a lifting of (/*(/> determines
an integer which we call the Z-index of g. If  ^ is the tangent bundle of M, 
then g corresponds to a 2-distribntion with finite singularities on M\ which 
is isomorphic to the restriction of ?; on VW” “ '. 'I'hen g*(f> gives the Z-index of 
this distribution.
We want to describe the class <j).
Since, the fibre of q is (?) -- 2)-conri(x ted, from the ('xact se(|uence of Sru re
*
q* : Z) ^  rr'-'^{BS(){n -  2) x A'; Z).
i;Ct Uj 6 such that q*uj = \n-2 Z) I. Siuce p*0„,-2 =  <i'm-27) I and
X„_2tnod2 = ru„_2, we have
LO mod 2 = p*0n-2 ( I )
3.2 Lemma, (f) = p*(\ „ ® 1) — p*{\ 0  xg) w.
Since q*p* — 7T*, we have q*{p*iXn  ^ ) I) -  />*(1 f·’ Xi) -  <-<^) = b· Hence, 
P*{Xn ® 1) — P*(l ® X2) is a. multiple of <f> if it is nonzero.
We will use the seqtience (**) in 2.5. 'I'hen
0 -> Z) ^  i r { K{ Z , n  -  2) X BSO{n -  2) x A'; Z)
A  ir'-'{BS(){n) X K-/Z)
is exact. Let/t : A’ (Z; n —2) x /? —+ A'be the action map. 'I'hen, since f*//* = I 
where i : E C 7t(Z, n —2) x A-' is the inclusion, we have p*Lo = ^  «,<;·)/>;-(-1 
with deg a.i > 0. On the other hand, sinc(' i*{\,i-2 ( ) I) “· 'E2(\ vvlu'ix'
?· : 14,2 BSO{n — 2) X A is the inclusion of the fibix', by tlu' commutativity 
of the diagram above, we obtain
/i*ct> = i2(?,i_2 0  I) T f A)
Now, since p*p* = I (/) p* we have
’'*{p*iXn 0  1) -  A*(i 0  \ 2) w) = ±2(g,_2 '0' I \2) i'inl hencp 
the Lemma is proved siiux' ±2(7.„_2 I 0 \ 2) is a gcm'iator ol ker t\.
We can also prove the Ix'inma by dc'l.f'rminiug tlu' /r-inva.ria,nf s ol f/„ 2 and 
resolving the fibration 'Ll, [I 1].
2:5
We will now invesl.igale the mod 2 class ?/; which will give Z2-in(lex of a given 
2-bundle V, E H^{X\Z2).
We recall Wu’s fommlas, see e.g.
'‘’7*·'"*· = H ( . I 'i < f^·
i=o V :)
Because of orientibility 0\ — 0 and w<; get
Sfi^ O, = ( ' - 2 ) ( » -  I) 2
Let n > 6 be an ev('n inl.('g('.r tiu'n
' On-y.02
Sq%^-^ =
Or + 2 + (hOi.
11 = Ak -f 2
f^ n+i "f· 0„^\.()2 1) = Ak
From On+i = J2]-q ft’n+]~2i(7n X I ) ' ) " ’2(1 X 72)' fn„ + i(-)„ x I) = 0 we 
obtain 0n+\ = t?n-i-(l (-A ti’2) f'"d hence we have
(‘)0n-.2-02 11 = Ak 2
S0n 2^-{<t’2 t-7 1) ~ l/>'
Set V = O2 if n = Ak -b 2, v = IU2 0  1 if n = Ak.
Now, clearly kerp* D kcr ir* a.nd tt* is surjective in dimension n and h.y|)hote- 
ses of Lemma 2.5.1 are satisfied. Using the (i.xa.ct se(|uence (:ı·;ı·)
i
0 -> ir'(kJ) ^  fr (K (Z ,n  -  2) X iJk'0(n -  2) x A')
A  //’’+ '(/IS'O(n) X K)
we lia ve
,/*,/. = Sq\ - 2  Q 1 + h,-2 (■::> v 
and due to Remark 2.5.2
= Sq'^ ln-2 0  1 -1- A»-2 0  /'*',> + I '.■) V’
where г„_2 is the fundemental class of f({Z, 11 — 2) and ?,i-2 dc'iiotes the mod 
2 reduced class.
As a. result = d'.(/.„_2 0  I) whei'e
O' = 1 0  Sq^  -f V 0  I € A{BS(){ii) X K)
2A
and where fi. : ir (K {Z ,n  -  2) x Л'; Z2) ^  IV l^'y/Z-z) is I,he шар given in 
2.5. Clearly, A{BSO{n) x K ) acts on Ji*{K{Z,n — 2 ) x E) by the composite 
map
K {Z ,n  - 2 ) x  E E Л BSO(n) X K.
We regard a class v e B'^{X;Z2) as a map v : X —> ii(Z 2, 2 ) and and then 
we may define an action of A{K{Z2, 2 )) <>ч B*{X',Z) lyy means of the map
V.
Then, a € A{BSO{n) x K) is induced by ( Д'(^2, 2), n), i.e. o- = ?>*(п'.1) 
where
«  = 7.2 0  1 + e Л(А-(^2,2)).
Set oj{(,7j) = ((,г])*и) for a.ny class ш € H*{BS(){v.) x A'), then =
02{^А1) >1’' = dA: + 2 a.nd n(( ,^7/) = »’ifO for ?). = 1/,:.
Let Д(А'(^2, 2)) act on H*{X]Z)  by means of l.lie map n(<^ ,?/), then
fndei*{X-,7l>) = (y .ir(X -Z ).
We remind tha.t V’(’<) is a coset of huU'V^{X\ ф).
Now, we proceed to find the generating classes.
Since Sq^Sq  ^ =  0 on integral coliomology classes, we have
, O.CV = 0
in Д(А'(^2, 2)) over Z. Let Ф3 be tlu' cohomology op('ration of order 5 asso­
ciated with this relation. Ф3 is defined on those pairs (:r, n), x G \ ,Z )
and V E lP {X \Z 2) such tha.t Sq^x -| .r.n — 0 and then Ф,)(.г,г) is cos('t in 
H^{X, Z2) of the subgroup o · . Z2) wlu're tlu' action is (h'iined by the 
map V.
Set
then
(p — I 0  Zq Sq + AV/'/2 ''·) I i- ?2 Zq\
n.p + Р\.ф\ T р2-Ф2 = 0
where ¡3\ = I 0  Sq^  V’l = I 0  Zq '‘ -|- Sq'ti (■) I and fl2 = '2 0' I '/’2 ~ 
10.9(7''^ 5(7* + 10.S'(7'5V/  ^+ ,S'7L.2 0 L  'Ч /!( A’(^2/ ‘^ ))· Let Ф,, be the opeiation
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riici) Ф,( is cIcliiK'd ом tliosi' pairs 
X Ç / / ” Z 2) V Ç H^ { X \  Z 2) such I,liai. S<j^S(i^x +  S ( ]4 k x  -f- S ( ] ' x . v  ~
0,5'(?’x +  S q ' v . x  =  0 ami S q ' ^ S q ' x  -b S q ' S q ' ^ x  -f S q ' v . x  =  () I,lion Ф.|(;г, ;>) is 
a coset in 1P ' { X ;  Z 2) of the subgroup S q 4 V'~'^{X\ Z 2) +  v.ll""'^{X·^ Z 2). 
Again, using Wu’s forinulas we obtain
Oi.60ii-,\ — Sq^ )^0„_,\ -|- — h^ı-\ h)i' u. ~ -f- 2
and
if.On-л = Sq' Sq^0„ _.\ +  Hq4)2.()„..i -|- 02.Sq4)„..., - -  d „_ ., fo r  n, --- -I/,·.
in {13SO{n) X Л'; Z2) where = (^ (K -2 viod 2 \ .ôÛn-2·
Clearly тг* is surjective in dimension n.
Hence we see that for n — 4Ar -f- 2, S0n-,\ € x K\Z) is a
generating class for ?/> with the o|)eration Ф,!.
For n = 4k the definition is not fully satisfied. We obtain ?/>)./?„_,) = 0„..:3)2 + 
f?„_] and ij.’2-0n-'\ = ^n-i· d'hen due to Hema.rk 2.7.2 we take a ik'vv classifying 
space В as quotient of BS(){ n) X h  and we a.ssnme tha.t f7„,._i(C?/) = 
0п- з{^,‘>])-02{^,7}) = О and thus О,,-] 6 В”{В) is а generating class for ф with 
tlie operation Ф.).
Next we find appropriate' choice of operations for Ф.1 and Ф,|.
Let 7Г : BS,0{n — 4) x A —1 BSO{n — 2) x К be the map 7г„-2,2· Tlu'n by 
uaturality of cohomology o|)erations
7Г*Фз((5^„-.,,^2) C Ф;з(0, 7Г*<?2) =  lndæ {B SO {n  -  I) X А';Ф:Ь К*()2).
and hence О € 7г*Фз(<^ УД,,_..1, ÎI2)·
кег тг* is generated by 0„ - 2-(^ 2 ятк.1 f)0n-,\.Sq4)2 and hence there I'xists a^ h G 
Z2 such that a60n_,\.Sq4)2 + Ь0п_2-0'2 € ^з(^0„^2В^ 2)· We choose (p' — (p 
ap*{Sq^i2 0  ¿*п-з) the new representative of llu' operation Ф3 on the 
universal example p : Л'2 А'(^2, 2) x K(n Z) and since x* is surji'ctivi'
in dimension n we obtain an operation Ф3 such l hat
\On-2.O2 € Фз{60п-.и02) c  iriB S O in  -  2) X K)
where \ Ç Z2·
For Ф^ , consider the rna.p x = х„_2,з ·’ BSO{n — 5) x A’ —> BS()(n — 2) x К .
2f)
ker T* in dimension n is generated by On-'i-f^ ii 0n-,\-Sq'()2, 0n—\-0.\ and 
On-i-Oj· Hence, similarly we can choose an operation <!>,, suclt that
Ai<?„-2.^2 +  \20n- -^0,i € C ir{BS (){n  -  2) X K)
where A], A2 € Z2·
With these choices of operations, we can choose the cosc't M giv('n in 
the definition of the gencroiinf] clnsf! to be the coset of hi(l(l."(BS()(n) X 
K] $, v{^, 7])) containing
i) \p*{0n-2.02) for
ii) \lP*{0n-2-02) +  f o r  <l>|.
Let H*{X)  denote 7/*(A';Z2).
By definition
/77,f/e/"(A'; v))
{SY + 02(^,v) )Jr’-HX)  n = 4k + 2 
Sq'^ir'-HX) + W2{C)-II"-HX) n :^ -'\k
We remind that
In<lH{X;t)  = a .U”- \ X ; Z )
where o- acts on H*{X\Z)  by n((,?/) which is 02{i,q) or ¡(>2(0 according to 
n =  4A: + 2 or n = 4k.
From these, facts and (!orollary 2.7.3 we get tlx- following result:
3.3 Theorem. Let A be a complex of dim < ?i and let i  Ih' an oriented 
7?.-plane bundle over .Y. Let u G IP{X\Z)  be a class ix'preseni.ing an orientcfl 
2-plane bundle p such that 0^„_2{tiV) ~ ^
7) If n = 4k + 2, supi)ose that
cv.//"-'(.V: Z) = (Sq  ^+ 02{C.p)).H"~HX)
and that 0,ik{C,v)MC.q) = 0 then
,liu) = ^:i{S0.a:-2{^Bl),02{ t q ) )
ii) If 7?. = 47;, suppose that
a.ir-'\X \ Z) = S r i r ~ ^ { X)  +
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and suppose also tlial, 0,a-2{^ ,v)-^ 2^ÍC,v) = 0, /'Au;_ 7/)YAi(í,'/) = 0 and
0^k-3Í(,rjW2{^^v) =
,/.(7/,) = <r>„(^Au:_,(e,7/),d,(í,·//)) 
both as cosets of a.lV'^^{X\ Z).
We will consider the application of 'riieorern '{.3 on manilolds.
3.1.2 n is odd
We assume that n > 5 is odd and that 0n-\{CiV) — 1^·
In that case we have 7 r „ _ | ( / ' ) — Z^ · bet ?/’ 6 U"{K\ Z-i) be the tra.nsgrc'ssion 
of the generator of / / ” ” ' ( Z2). We set ?/»(«) = U, //*'/’ where' (j runs through 
all possible liftings of (i,?/) to R.
We want to describe mod 2 class 7/’.
Let H*{X)  denote / / ‘ (X ; Z^ ).
Using Wu’s formulas we obtain
Sq^0„-\ = 0,i-\-02 +
0 = з/,··ı:{
0n+\ 7Í. = '!/.· I- I
From e„.+i = ><X+i-2i{ln X l )-ie2(l x 72)', «i"ee {«„,+ 1(7-. x O = 0,
we get 0n+i = 7^1,-1-( I 0  " ’2) f'nxl hence'
0n-\.Ú2 n = '\k-\-.]
0 n -\ - (w 2  0  I ) »■ =  ''l/r {■ I
Conditiems of Lemma 2.5.1 are satisiie'el in elime'nsie)ii 77 fuiel using the exaet. 
sequence (**), elue to Remark in 2.5.2 we lurv'e
i 7.„,_2 0  02 "  = '1A -f 3
;/ t/7 = Sq ?.„_2 (·’) 1 © 1 + t 7 ; , I
[  7.„_2 0  7/J2 0  I "  =  "1 ·^ +  I
in i r \ K { Z 2 , n - 2 )  X B S O { n - 2 )  x K) wlu're 7„_2 is the funelamental class 
of R(Z2,77.- 2 ) .
As a. insult //(i/’) = er.(7„_2 0  1) where'
e-> = 1 0  Sq^  +
0.¿(,o\ „ = 3 /, :- f3
W2 C ) I ©7 I 77. = 4 k 4- I
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in A{BSO{n) X К). Clearly, the action is given l)y tlu; coin|)osit<i
K (Z 2,n -  2) X E E Л BSO{n) X K.
Let a = 7.2 ® 1 + \®Sq^ £ Л(/i (- 2^, 2)). Then fv is indncoxl by {¡<{7,2,2 ) ,(h) 
for n = 4A; +  3 , b y  (Л'(^2, 2 ) ,  W2 ®  i )  lor n — 4/r +  I .
W e define
]п<ЫЕ{Х-,ф) = a . i r - ‘^ {X)
where cv acts on Z-i) by (hit.i)) for n '\k f  3 ami by for
7i, = 4 A: + I.
Then ф{г1 ) is a coset of ¡пс1.еГ'{Х-,ф).
We want to find a generating class for ?/> witli a])|)ro|)iiate nontrivial opera­
tions.
First let 7?, = 4A: -b 3.
Set ip =  a, = I ® S(i\ il =  1 ® Sq^Sq' + ¡2 ® I in /\{K{7j2,2)). 'f'hen
a.if + ¡'iSl — 0.
Lei. Ф.З be the operation o( older ] associa.tf'd with ibis relation.
We have = 7^7.-1 Vl.On-л — b-
Hence since 7f* is surjective, is a generating chiss for ф.
Consider the tnap тг = 7г„.._2,2  ^ BSO{7) — 4) x Л —> BS(){77 — 2) x h . kn тг 
is generated l^ y 02.Sq 0^„-:\ and bq^02-0„—\. But fl„_i Sq (¡¿.{Sq Ь
7?2.(9„_з) for 77, = 4A;-b3. bet p : E -> ¡<{72,2) x Л'(^2,77-3) be the universal 
example associated with this relation and be tbe representativ('. We take
cp' =  (p - f  /7*{?2  ®  Sq' i n - : \  +  {Sq ' 4  '■’)  I ) ·(  I ■'·’ ^ 4  ' n - : \  b  Ъ  t'·' b i - : i ) }
as the new representative and hence Ф.! ca.n be cliosen so I,bat
0 e C / / " ( /bWfn -  2) V A·).
Thus we can choose the coset M to b(^  the subgioup
l7id('i{ BSO{7r) X  f i ; 'k . i ,  O2)·
We note that
IndeEiX·, '^,,()2{ Ш  = о Х Г - Ц Х )  + Sq' ¡ r - ' { X ) .
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where a a,ci,s on H*(X)  by l.he map 02{ ( , t]).
Now let n = Ak + \ .
Unfortunately we are not able to find a generating class by iiK'ans of Wn’s 
formulas.
We follow an auxilary method which carries I,he proldem to Thorn spaces and 
gives the Postnikov invariant using the Thorn isomorphism. For definition of 
Tliorn space and Thom isomorphism see e.g. [1]
First to a.void complications by taking Thom spaces of difference bundles, we 
assume that и =  2v where v G il*{X]Z)  and и re|>resents rj. Then, has 
2-independent cross-sections if and only if r/ is a. 2-distribution iii'(^ , [2]. 
Thus we deal with the cross-section problem of lifting of BSO{n)
to J3SO{n, — 2), n = 4k + 1,  ^ > 1.
Let T{^) denote the Thom space of Take Ttk+i ~ and =
T{7T*'y4k+\) where тг : BS(){4k— 1) —> BS()('\k-]- 1) is the cross-section map. 
Then we have an obvious map 7'тг :
Since the first Postnikov invariant of тг is the first Postnikov invariant 
of Ttt is Un.VBk e (7',h i ) under Thom isomorphism where is the
Thom class of улк-\-\- Let p : E —> T^ k+i be the |)rincipa.l fibration with 
classifying map Un-w^ k·, Я '■ T^ k-\ E be a map as given in Lemma 2.4.2 
and i : K {Z 2, 8k) E he the fibre inclusion.
Let Ф be the second Postnikov invariant of 7’тг and T(, : T{()  —> 7’„, Іи* 
the induced map between Thom spaces by the bundle map Then since 
д*ф =  0, г*ф = г^ к-\ and since multijilication by gives an isomorphism in 
cohomology we have д*ф = 0, г*ф = Sq^ igk ami
M'l'o = "(.ФІО.
By Thom we have Sq^ ^Un = En-w,ik, f^ ne e.g. §8 [14].
By Adem relations
Sq\Sq''·' = 0
on integral cohomology classes of dimension < 4  ^ -f I.
Let 'P be the Adams operation of order 4^ -; -f 1. Then 'k is defined on f/^ . 
Bence IJn is a genera.ting class for r/r in (lui sense o( l)('finition I in [If)]· 
Finally we choose an appropriate operation for the generating class. We can
:w
choose the operation \1/, see e.g. [17], so tliat
Hence we ta.ke m = W2W,\k-\ as given in 'I’heorern 32 [16].
For n = + 3 from Corollary 2.7.3, for ??, = 4k + I from (Joroilary 3 in 5.
[16] we obtain following result:
3.4 Theorem. Let X  be a CW-cornplex of dim < n and let (  be an orif'iited 
7/.-pla.nc bnndle over .Y. bet ?/. 6 //^(-V; Z) Ix'. a. class i('pr('s<'nl.iii,(>, a.ii ()rieMl.<'d 
2-|)la,ne bundle ?/ such that d„,_i(C '/) “  d- I h('ii *
i) If n = 4k + 3, sup|)ose that
Sq' ir - ' ' {X )  C a.rr-^{X)  
where a acts by the map 02{(,.,7]), then
as coset of « . / / " “ ^(.Y).
ii) If 7?. = Ak + 1, suppose that n — 2v for some chrss v G ll^{X;Z)  a.nd 
c;^2jjsk^r{C)) =  0. Then
i7i.(7/7(77) + 7(72(Oi«<U:-l(0) = 'H/^i) 
with zero indeterminacy.
In the next section we will see the corresponding results of Tlu'orem 3.3 on 
manifolds.
3.2 Applications on Manifolds
bet M  be a smooth, closed, connected and orientable ma.nifold ol dimension
7?. >  5 .
We consider the problem whether M  has a 2-distribution 7; with a given Fider 
class n e  IP{X\Z). We therefore take = t(M).
I. Let n be even.
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By a result of Thomas [I 1], 60n-2{u) = 0 for all u e. //^(A'; Z)-нL·o if v. is 
even then it follows from the fact that 6ro„-2(M) ~ 0, [18]- aiul hence hy 
Lemma 3.1, M  aJways has a. 2-clistril)iition with finite singularities for a.ny 
Euler class.
First we consider Z-index.
Let g : X  E be a lifting of 'Then by Lemma 3.2
= Xm -
where by (1) in 3.1.1 u> G Z) nms ov('r class('s such tha.t lo ino<l2
0n-2{r,g).
Let g\ : X  E be a. second lifting, then by L('inma 2..3..3// there is a 
class y € H''~^{X\ Z) such that g\ = y.g where the action is induced by 
/i ; K{Z^ — 2) X E —> E. But then by (2) in 3.1.1 we have g^ uj — ±2?/ g*<t>
and thus {g*<i>} is the set of all cohomology classi's \ m —u.lo wheix' to mod 2 = 
0n-2{u) where 0i{T,y) = 0i{v).
For ^2-index of a 2-distribution on M we (xuisider two cases for n evc'u:
77. =  0,2 mod 4.
i) Let 77 = 4^ -; + 2. Suppose u = 27J. 'I’hen Oi{v.) = f(’,(/V/) and by VVu
( ,V  + 77;2).//" - '(4 /;./)--= ().
where ./ is Z or Z2. By VVu again there is a class L G II^^(M) .such that
to,k{M)A02{M) = Sg\,ia{M) = Sq'V'  ^ = (SV/'V-)' = Sq'{V.Sq'V) =  0
since Sq^  : —> H"{M)  is trivial for orir'iitcxl manifolds, ,s('e e.g. [19].
Hence, the hypothe.ses of 'riieorem 3..3 i are sfvtisiied and
4'{2v) = <h3(i?ai/,._2(44),?(;2(M))
with zero indeterminacy.
If 8w,\k-2{M) = 0 then trivially 7/’(2e) = 0. By Tln'orem 7.2 [7], w(' have 
further that 4'{u) = 0.
77) Let 77 = '\k. Let u — 2v again, since then 0i(2v) — Wj{M). L('t M be a 
spin rmitnfold, i.e. W2{M)  0, then
Sq^rr-'^{M) + W2{M).H"-^{M)  -  0.
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Let tW4fc_2 = 0, then niik-siM) = 0 ami licncc due to Theorem 3.3 ii —
$4(0,0) = 0.
II. Let n be odd.
If = 0 then 1] is a 2-distribntioii witli finite singidarities. In |)articidar
if u =  2v then we must ha.ve iUn-\(M) = 0.
i )  Let n  — 4k + 3. Since tlien 7C,,_|(/V/) = 0, [19], we Inrve always a 2- 
distnd)ition witli iinitf’ singidaritic's and ('ven l·'/nh'l■ class.
Since ,S(jr'/ / " “ ' ( =  0, the hy|)otlies<'s of'riteorc'm 3. I arc'satisfic'd and thus
f
V-(n) = vI/3(iL,.:(n),d2(v/.))
as coset of (y.IJ’'~^{M) = (Sq  ^+ v)2)-ll^M) = 0 by VVu.
Then by Theorem 7.2 [7], V’(*0 ~ Ibi' some A G / ^2. Menc VVC'
obta.in — 0, i.e. the Z'2-index of a 2-distiibution ?/ with finil.c' singuhui- 
ties on a 4k + 3-dimensional manifold vanishes.
ii) Let n = 4k + I. Suppose that u = 2n and M Ix' spin manifold. 'I’hen 
Sq^lPHT iO) = Um .{w2{IVI).IT'^-'{M)] = 0 where U^ , = f/, and hence the 
hypotheses of 'rheorem 3 .1 are satisfic'd a.ncl
Um4 { u) 4>{lh,).
We have a deep result of Thomas givc'ii in [ir)]
V^IUm ) = lh ,.()
where /t € II’' (M)  is the fundarnental class ami \\i — {~\m ) mod 2. 
Thus we obtain
’/’ (»'·) = \ M/i
for any class n = 2u G 1P{M\ Z) where M is a spin manifold.
3.5 Theorem. Let M be a manifold of dimension n > 5. Let u IP{M\Z) 
be a class reprciscniting an oriented 2-plane bundle ovc'r /17.
a) Let n be even.
Then M a.lwa,ys has a. 2-clistribution with this Kiiler class a.nc| with finite
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singularities on M and the set of Z-indices is the s('t of integers
X M  -  { n v ) [ M ]
where G runs over all classes such that n mod 2 = d„_2( '0 ·
i) If XX. = 4A: + 2, suppose that u = 2v then the Zi-iiuh'x vanislu's.
ii) If n = 4:k, suppose tha.t u = 2 i> and that A:/ is a. spin manifold with 
xo,\k- {^M) = 0. Then the Z2-index vanishes.
b) Let n be odd. #
Then M  has a 2-distributiou with this l·'uler class and with iiniUi singularities 
if and only if = 0, in particular if xt. = 2?;, t(»„-i(A/) = 0.
?!) If n = 4  ^+ 3, then the Z2-index vanishes. In particular M always has a 
2-distribution with Ruler class 2 xk
ii) If 11 = ik  -f 1, then suppo.se that u = 2v and that A'/ is a. spin manifold. 
Then M  has a 2-distribution with this hlulcr class if and only if (A/) = 0 
and XM - 0.
3^ 1
Chapter 4
Miscellaneous
We give some more illustra.tive exairi|)les.
Let M  be a smooth, closed, connected and orientable manifold throughout 
the examples.
4.1 3-Fields on Spin (4A: + 3)-Manifolds.
We consider the fibration 
<
y  = Ur-i-3,3 —^ Bu k > I
where B{ = Bspin(i) is tlie classifying space for spin plane Inindles of di­
mension i. We note that Bi is 3-connected. V is (^k — l)-connected witli 
''^ k^{У) — ■^ 2) — 0 T^ k^-yiiV) — d) ^2, [1^ ]·
Let X  be a complex of dimension 4  ^+ 3 and : A" —> lie a spin bundle
of dimension Ak. -t- 3 over X . Then  ^ has 3 independent cross-sections if and 
only if  ^ lifts to Bik-
lOOSCiThe transgression of the generator of ; Z2) is viik+i· we cl
laifc+i ‘i'S the first Postnikov invariant. Let p : B —> B^ k+A be, tin; princi|)al 
fibration with classifying rna,p VK\k+\ : /i-u-+3 —> K iZ 2,Ak -f I). We, choose a 
map q : B^ k B as given in 2.4. Then p o q = tt ancl th(' libre of q is 
(4A;+l)-connected with n4k+2{Jk\) = Z(])Z2· Let (j) and 1/’ be the tra.nsgrc'ssion 
of the genara.tors J) as in 3.1.1 where J is Z or Z2 r(spectively.
Then the pair {Ф1Ф) is the second Postnikov invariant.
Set ф{0 — 1}дд*ф and ф{ )^ =  1^ дд*ф where g : X  E nins over all liftings 
of Then (  lifts to Bik if and only if 104^ +1(1^ ) = 0 and (0, 0) G (Ф{0уФ{0)·
First we consider ^2-index.
By the exact sequence (*) we have
д{Ф) = Sq \.4k <Я) I
where '^he fiUKliMiientaJ ela.s.s of i2A (Z2/I/*· -|- I) — K(Z2 ^^ \h').
W(i carry the prol)lem to Thom spares. TIhmi
д*ф =  0, д.{ф) = Sq''i8k+3 ® I and Г^.фЦ) = Ф{'1'0
where denotes the Thorn class of and T{-j,\k-\.:\) is the obvi-
ОПЯ map.
By Thom Sq ’^^ +'U,k+3 — fhk+3-'’''‘ik+\ ■
By Adern relations, Sq^ Sq''^ '^ ' = 0. Let Ф l)(; the ofH'ra.tion associated with 
this relation. Then since Sq'^  = Sq^Sq ,^ Sq'Φ is the operation associated 
with Sq\Sq'^ '^ +' =  0, [8].
Clearly 7Г* is surjective in all dimensions.
Hence U.\k+3 a generating class for ф.
We can choose the operation Ф, [17], so that '¡'л*(11,\к+зЛ02.чк\к) = 0 G 
Ф(7’7г*7./4;1.+з).
From Corollary 2.7.3 we obtain V’( f '0  ~ hence
C(../'(0 = (I)
We now consider .^-index.
By the exact sequence {*) again we have
11,{ф) = bSq^ r^  ^0  I
where г^ к is tbe fundemental class of K[Z^'\k) a.nd h is tlu' Bockstein 
colroundry operator associated to the exact sequence Z Z Z^ ·
Then similar to the computation of the j?2-index we have
щ.ф{0 = щ и д · (2)
3()
Ijct X  be a spin ma.nifold M of dimension Ak A. Take = t(M).  i5y 
Massey, [19], w^k+\{Xk) = 0. Since M is orienl.a.ble Sq' : ■, Z2)
H^k+3(^M]Z2) is trivial and due to the associatcvl long o;xa.ct seqiuince 
6  : Z2 ) — Z) is trivial. Hence from (j) a,ml (2) above
since the indeterminacy groups are zero we obtain ?/>(r) = 0 and </i(r) = 0 .
We call the maximum number of iruhipendent vc'ctor fields of a. manifold as 
the spa.n of it. From the facts above we have
4.1 Theorem. Let M be a. spin manifold of dinuuision Ak -|- 2. I'Ik'.i) 
spnn(M) > 3.
4.2 4-Fields on Spin ( i k  + 3)-Manifolds with
t t ;4 (M )  =  0
Consider the associated fibration
V=V^k-y ,^  ^ ^  fUk-y ^  /Lu-ts h > 2
where Bi is the classifying space for ori('.ntal)l(! plain' fumdles  ^ of dinu'iisioii 
i with u;2(0 =
V is {Ak -  2)-connected with 7t^ î,_i(V^ ) = Z2, 7r,(/,,(V') = 0, 7t,u,+ i(F) = Z2, 
^'li;+2(F) = Z2 A- Z2 , [12].
The first invariant is Let the second one be V’u.-+2 f'nd the third one
be the pair (V-’ f^c+sC/’ f^c+s)· We construct the principal iibra.tions K^ k~\ ^  
^  J^ '\k+3 and K^ k+\ f''\ with classifying maps xi),\i,. and Vm/.|2
respectively where Ki = K[Z2-,i)· We choose a. nia.j) q ; IBk-\ f'Jz by 
Lemma 2.4.2 so that tt = /q o p2 o q.
Due to Lemma 2.5.1
0 ^  ^  //*(A'n.-i X Ihk-i) -> //*+ '(/ÎU.+.1)
is exact in dimensions < 8k — 3. Henci; we obtain
ir(E^) = ir {ih k -y )Z  A2{xhk-y2,hkvA)
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in dimensions < 4 ^  + 5 where A2 is mod 2 ,Sl,eenrod Algelnva and G
). Thus we also have
/«(V-’ifc+a) = {Sq'Sq'  ^+ Sq‘^ Sq')7.^k-i G) I 
li{Sq'rluk+3) = Sq'^ Sq'^ iAk-x 00 1 
li{<jyAky3) = Sq'^ iAk-x 00 I
wliere /t is the ina.p given in 2.5 and ?..)/,:-i is tlie fnmhunenta.1 class of K,\k-\- 
I'^ om 2.5.1 we lia.ve the (^ \a.d, seqnen( (' Ix'Iow
^  A ,  I X  a;.,, a;,) *
Since E2 i‘S al; least; 'I-connected we ol)l,a.in ~
due to exactness we ca.n t,a.ke
4’lk+3 = P2i‘' <^]'i'ih + 2) '/4.K-1 =  V2{hk-\-3)·
We consider first tlie ?/;.|^ .4.2 -obstniction. (dearly wIhmi this ohst,ruction van­
ishes then ?/>^ ,^^ _3 -obstruction also vanishes.
Let (Y = Sq'Sq'  ^+ Sq'^Sq'. Then //.(VMA+2 ) = ( 0 I.
Hy Adein relations
<ySq' + {Sq\Sq'){Sq\Sq') -  0.
i
Let Fr, be the associated secondary operation.
By Wu’ formulas Sq^ WAk-:i — w^ k »'oid Sq^Sq'wAk-3 = h·
Hence, since tt* is surjective, WAk-3 is f generating class for i/MA+i- 
Finally, we can choose the opera.tion I’r, so that it is s|)in trivial, s(v 5 [10].
Let  ^ : AT —> fSAkyi be a bundle over the complex A'" of dimension 4^ : + 
Suppose that w^kiO ~ 0 and that
a.H^\X) D Sq'\Sq'n^^{X).
Then from Corollary 2.7.3 we obtain
V’.A+2(0 = C>('».,A-s(0) 
with indeterminacy (y.lI''^{X).
Next, we cojisider the t/>^ ,,^ 3 -obstruction. (dearly it i('snlts from i/)-u+2 ·
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Wo consider the following two cases:
i) Let k — 2s
By Wu formulas Sq'^ ross =  '^8,5+-!·
By Adern relations
Sq\Sq  ^+ Sq'^ Sq' + Sq^Sq  ^ = 0.
Let IV be the associated secondary operation.
We have Sq'tog,, — u)8,,+ i, Sq^ wn.·, = '".8,., |.2· 'I'heii due to Ib'.mai k 2.7.2 wv talo' 
a. (piotient of B k^+3 by cotitracting th(i cells that corr(ispoiid to ’Ncs.s+i” f'"d 
” îî;8.,+2” , i-e. the cells that ta.ke value I G Z2 under these cohomology classes. 
We suppose that îü8.i+i (0   ^ and ■»;8.'!+2(0 = d fhe quotient is a
classifying space for (  and I’y is defined on r«8.,(Î).
7T* is surjective in all dimensions.
Hence lOss is a generating class for (f>4k+3·
Consider the inclusion j  : Bsk-} —>■ Bgk+3· ker j* is genera.ted by royiDg,^ . 
Hence we can choose the operation IV so that XwjWg,  ^ G r7(7T*?i;8.·!) where 
A G Z2. We suppose that v)2[^)wss{(.) = 0.
Together with the assumptions we have made so far, suppose also that 
_c,y/y8.,+.2( Y) 3  Sq^ ir^^ ’iX)  + ,V V /« '' '(.Y).
Then from porollary 2.7.3 we have
<f>4k+3İ0 = IV(u;8.î(0)
with indeterminacy Sq'^
ii) Let k — 2s.
We are not able to find a. generating class. We carry the ])roblem to 'I’horn 
spaces. Let A deiiote the element in the new fibration that corres|)onds /1 in 
the original fibration.
By Thom Sq^ 'BJ8s+3 = fV.?+3-'î'^ s.? where Us„.\.3 is the Thom class of the ca.noii- 
ical j)la.ne bundle Vs.^ +.i over Bsa+3·
By Adem relations Sq'Sq^'’ + Sq ’^’^^ Bq^  — 0 on dittiensions < 8.s T 4. Let L 
l)e I,he associated operation. Suppose' l.hal. i^^h.sİA) ~ ** (lu'ii V is (h'fiiK'd on 
fV, the Thom class of
Due to Thom isomorphism V* is surjective and thus fV.H·'! '*■ generating
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class for
We can choose the operation P, [17], so tliat 7'7r*(f/8,,_|_3.io^ .?C8,,_|) = () e 
r(7 ’7r*C/8,+3).
We also have
Then from Corollary 2.7.3 we obtain
I’v h k U O  -
0
with iruletermina.cy Sq'^
Now, we apply the results to a. ina,nifohl M of dinuMision 4A; + 3 with w-i{M) = 
0 ami uu{M)  = 0. Take A'' = M and = r(M). Ix't Um = IK- 
u>n{M) = 0, 7e„,_i(yi/) = 0, te„,_2(/l/) = 0 for an orientible manifold of 
dimension n = 4k + 3, [1!)|. By Wn Sq' : U"~'{44) U"{M)  is trivia.l for a
manifold with tOi[M) = 0, i =1 2 4. In i for Sq'\/i^ ‘‘'^  ^( M) = 0 we suppose 
that Wc {^M) = 0.
From the facts above we have the following restdf.:
4.2 Theorem. Let M be a spin manifold of dinu'iision n = \k -|- 3 with 
xo^{M) = 0. Suppose that Wns[M)  = 0. Then
i) If A; = 2s'+ I, suppo.se that wJf,(A7) = 0, n;„,_7(A/) = 0 and =  0
then span[M) > 4.
ii) If A: = 2s, then we have an obstruction (¡)n['r) in dimension n and
with zero indeterminacj', i.e. <j>n{T) — I ' a //< where I'a/ € Z2 depends only on 
M and ¡1 is the fundemental class of M .
4.3 Remark. In X0n-i{M)  = 0 seems to be too restrictive. In fact one 
should compute rr{iVn-7{M)).
4.4 Remark. In ii, if M = ,S" then (f>n(Ts") d· Hence I^f is not trivial 
and should be given by an invariant of the maidfoM.
'll)
Chapter 5
Conclusion
This elaborate theory tries to relate higher orch'r obstructions to higlier order 
cohomology operations applied to some classes in tlie cohomology ring of the 
manifold for which the cross-section problein is set. 'I'liis is not trivial and 
seems to be too complex in high dinu'nsions.
In fact, as pointed ont in |)age 13 [(>], we have many (|iiestions about Postnikov 
resolutions : How can we compute cohomologies of /'y'„s ? Can we relate 
Postnikov inva.ria.nts, a;„s to some classes in cohomologies of the base', the 
liber ? How the operations behav(' on these invai iants ? etc.
The secondcset of questions contains the investigation of cohomology relations 
with possible generating classes and calcida.tion of the resnlting operations 
on manifolds -or Thom complexes-.
In a. few examples we clemonstrated the method and showed that it gives 
solutions for some cross-sc'ction probh'ins such as vector field piobh'ins, plane 
field problems.
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